Job description:

Direction: Sanofi Industrial Affaires – External Manufacturing CHC

Job title: Consumer Healthcare - Industrial Technical Project Manager – Internship

Location: Sanofi Industrial HQ – Campus Sanofi Val de Bièvre (Gentilly)

Manager: Giancarlo Trubiani (Giancarlo.trubiani@sanofi.com)

Starting: April 2018

Work Environment:

Sanofi Consumer Healthcare is committed to provide consumers around the world with self-care solutions that empower them to better manage their health and well-being through leading brands in the areas of Allergy, Digestive health, Family care, Cough & cold, Pain and Vitamins. We place people at the very heart of everything we do and strive to identify and fulfil their needs by delivering consumer-driven and science-inspired innovation, leveraging our medical & scientific heritage. The close collaboration with healthcare professionals enables consumer access via switching relevant prescription medicines to over-the-counter solutions and applying the highest pharmaceutical quality standards delivered by our Group’s global manufacturing network.

The industrial network is a key pillar for Sanofi’s development. To respond to health needs worldwide, Sanofi has increased the efficiency of its industrial resources by strengthening production capacity, promoting intersite collaborations and increasing its presence in emerging markets. EMG (External Manufacturing Global) is in charge of Sanofi products outsourced in order to harmonize processes & tools and to enable a full perimeter consolidation. Expertise and agility for new products launches constitute a cornerstone of EMG CHC team that provides a major contribution to Sanofi launches worldwide.

Campbell program mission is to redesign CHC products, together with our preferred partners, in order to deliver cost-saving initiatives. Andy Warhol’s Campbell’s Soup Cans painting embodies the two souls of the project: on the one hand, CHC commercial needs to have products that are easily recognised by the customers, akin to a piece of art; on the other hand, our industrial ambition to standardise features like colours and pack size in order to reduce COGS for our products. Campbell Project is indeed aimed at identifying, assessing and implementing a panel of initiatives to deliver cost savings within EMG CHC portfolio worldwide.
**Job Mission:**

- **Standardize and make sustainable the cost improvement process (Campbell program):**
  - Consolidate a Matrix of initiatives by medical category (regulatory and quality aspects)
  - Coordinate with Quality, Regulatory and Supply for criteria and feedback collection
  - Screen for regulatory and quality specific aspects related to product categories

- **Contribute to definition and implementation of best practices among EMG PPM network:**
  - Consolidate cogs optimization initiatives
  - Ensure the operational set up of the tools designed for cogs initiatives (CHC menu, Golden Nuggets, Matrix, etc)
  - Define template for sustainable program reporting
  - Contribute to Budget 2018 forecasts
  - Contribute to monthly project meetings preparation

- **Contribute to execution plan of cost saving initiatives with CMOs and EMG team:**
  - Liaise with CMOs and EMG project team to ensure on time execution of the initiatives
  - Preparation of gates to CHC business partners
  - Investigate artworks and technical specifications
  - Investigate, track and compare financial performances of main initiatives

---

**Main contacts:**

- **Industrial Affaires network:**
  - Quality
  - Regulatory
  - Supply chain
  - Procurement
  - Controlling
  - External manufacturing team

- **Commercial network:**
  - External suppliers /CMO
  - Business partner CHC

---

**Qualifications:**

- **Background / experience:**
  - Ideally at the end of Bachelor/Master of Science in Pharmacy, medical science or engineering, with keen interest in a career in pharma industry
  - International background required (Exchange program, Internship abroad)
  - Previous experience with Office pack (Excel, Powerpoint, Access)
  - Fluent in written and spoken English
  - French, Spanish, Italian knowledge are a plus
  - Previous experiences in Pharma Industry in regulatory departments are a plus
  - Previous experiences with non-drug products (medical devices & food supplement) are a plus

- **Soft skills:**
  - Excellent communication, presentation and relational skills
  - Proactivity and can-do attitude
  - Strong analytical mindset and project management skills
  - Autonomy to meet deadlines